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A. CAllNABIS INDICA (l'.ASHISH) 

by 

: r. Tigani El Hahi 
Psychiatrist, Clinic for NervCJ\ls Disorders, Khartoum 

and 

Lecturer in Psychiatry, Faculty of Medicine 
University College, Khartrum 

"Is it beyond thee to be glad 1Jith the gladness of this rythm? 
to be tossed and lost and broken in the 1,hirl of this fearful 
joy? 

"All t)1ings rush on, they stop not, they look not behind, no 
pOHer can hold them back, they rush on. 

"Keeping steps nith that restless, rapid music, seasons come 
dancing and pass aI'ay - colours, tunes, and perfumes pour in 
endless cascades in t::'- abounding joy that scatters and gives 
up and dies eV8T'J moment." 

TAGOP.E 

A considerable range of trsnsient perceptual phenomena can be produced 

by haslush. Il.rS pecv..liar ef;~:H":l,G Ull -cl ... 0 sensoriillll, mood and thought 

processes are among the most fascinating topics of research in the field of 

Experiment.'ll PsychiatT'J. 

This paper is intended to bl~ng cut some of the central features of 

the disorder luthout unduly streSSing the implications Or the ,Jider issues 

arising from .indi vi chal 'Jariations, important as they are in conSidering 

the problem as a ,;:_ole. 

Hm-Jever, before dealing \Jith the psychophysiology of has)1ish intoxi-

cation, it may be of interest to touch briefly on the historical and 

socio-cultural roots of the problem. 
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StrictJy speaking, and not1!ithstanding Us "detrimental efi'uct on the 

individual and on sOciety"l the hE.shish habit COXlnOC teChnically be callAd alit 

addiction since it lacl-::s threG of the £'u...."1dar.:ontfll criteria of definition, 

i.e., it has no increased tOle::. ... cnce;; no specific craving even :·.'ith prolonged 

administration anc~ fil12.11;y no withdra1'J'al symptoms following abstinence. 

Tris, hcnrever, is a minoT' tecllilical IJoint. 

Importv.nt cult,ural, r2.cial JIld constitutional factors predisposing to 

drug addiction 11LVC yet to be in",'estig2ted, for 1!hereas some countries in 

the NiddlG E.s.st actexclusi veJy as producers anc~ exporters (never conswners) 

others nex:t door to thGm C.rc evidently susceptiblE) to drug abuse. The 

l'elation betlveen alcohol and. drugs must also be considGred, fer Hhile ex-

pGrierice abroad tends to be equivocal it is the opinion of some uorkers that 

under the restrictions imrosed by Islamic Lau, the urge, at least in some 

sub-cultures, to resort to alcohol as a reaction to stress, may be readily 

direct8d '0 ~JC,rds drugs if circumstances permit. This has been our clinical 

experience in a maritime population, and the possibility of alcoholic urge 

being transmuted into a craving for drugs, is also real in my opinion in view 

of the strong psycholOGical phantaSies reflect8d in popular lore and in 

secular and 3ufic poetl"'Y' It is, t:,erefore, no ,'nnder that in Arabic 

lexical and literary Horcm, lIinc has been given over one hundred names; 

in fact the author of Hiliat A1Kumayt, contributed to the collection of 

lJO names "hich, of course, is 'csyc;10lobically vcry signific2Jlt. 

In extant liter"ture of the last t8c'1 cen-curies hE.shish has been mentiomirl 

by phYSicians, herbalists and plant geogm;c:1ers but the most Temarkable non-

medical reference is made casually by the historian Ibn Iyas. 

This historian mentions in his chronicles "Badaii El Zoohoor Fie Wakaii 

El Doohoor" (The Unique flo,;ers of the history of the ages), that in the 

year 922 A.H. the :iile, havin; failed 'co rise in due time, the Governor of 

the city made an a;JPGal to the :ilublic to s8ek to evoke divine Sl'lI!P&thy 

through prayer in Losques and by refraining from hv.sbish and l>fine for three 

1 ,mo Technical Report 3eries No. 116, p~). 9-10 
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The people evidently responded and aftoT the 'Ghird day the Nile 

began 'Go rise. The latel' histol"Y of hashish has been confused by political 

and quasi-religious inta'1tions eDd motives 2DC its role in the rapid rise and 

per'caps equally rapid decline of cel-tain alleged religious movements has been 

Irllch exaggerated by Von Hammer. 

In some parts of the Middle Bast, ol:ing to peculiar historical and 

social legacies, the people have developed an unhealthy fatalistic attitude 

towards life, a state of leth"Tgy coupled,ii th an ardent desire for stil1Ill-

lation of any lcind. It is in such communities that the urge for euphoric 

stimulation is greatest. The notion tl1at once prevailed that hashish is 

initially resorted to as an aphrodisiac reflects this state of inhibition 

and apathy. 

The phenomenon of addiction, as other social and psychological phenomena, 

has deep cultural roots and affini 'Gies lchich the research VJorlcer must be 

capable of identifying and assessing in relation to other factors. To il-

1ustrate thiS, the follo,iinB example is interesting. He find, for instance, 

in Sudan, and among nomadic tribes in particular, that the ch:Ud who steals 

from his home is more likely to be a delinquent than the one who steals from 

outside his home. The psychopathulogy of the tl,O cases is quite different. 

Stealing from outside is a rElsiaual of old tribal prc;c"t,ice >Thich ,las socially 

esteemed in the past, but to steal from the home constitutes demoralisation. 

Finally i1e should be auare of ti1e impending changes of "cultural -

psychological" patterns in our communities in response to the impact of 

contemporary social and economic patterns. ,,"e must be alive to ,,,hat 

Siegerist has said that "Each change of cultural conditions has a definite 

repercussion on the diseases of the time." 

PSYCHO,:'IcrSIOIJXlY OF llLSllJ:SiI LlTO:;:ICATION2 

A methodology of SOme form is desirable for a coherent approach to a 

subject of intrinsic incoherent nature and I propose for the ;ourpose of 

2 Extract from article by same author published in Sudan Hed. Journal 
Vol. 1 No.1, Jan. 1953 
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description alone - to malee use of some fami 1 i a1' headings for the developmen!;; 

of this theme. I admit, hOlleVer, th£.t such an approach - mecoo.nistic as it 

is - will fail to establish the },roper dy1k-unic relationships behreen the 

various psychological events released by the intoxication. 

Mood Changes 

Euphoria and an increased sense of well-being are the 82.diest and the 

most constant changes. They aro manifest shortly after smOking, tending to 

become more obtrusive as time goes on; occasionally developing into an 

ecstasy of an almost mystic intensity and proportion. 

As the ecstasy heightens, utter2.nce, gestures, bodily postures and 

mannerisms tend to beccrne excessive, increasingly bizarre and anomalous. 

Their relation to the affective content is clear and they are obvioo.sly 

acted-out symbols and dramatisations of the mood and feelings of the moment. 

In others, stupor-like reactions Vii th or Hi thout catalepsy or posturls:iJJg 

occurring uniformly or alternating with restlessness and hyperkinesia tend 

to supervene during phases of ecstasy. 

Anxiety, depression, guilt or even panic are sometimes released as a 

primary response in people with or Hithout any detectable anomaly of 

personality-structure and quite apart from any factors related to the 

intenSity or duration of the intoxicant. 

Thought Processes 

The mental set is one of enllEmced concreteness. Hanagement and use of 

symbols is replaced by thinl~ng in terms of images. Outer ex~erience is 

apprehended in the form of visual' images. They are evidently raised to 

sufficient intensity by a process of condensation analogous to dreams. 

ParadClld.cally, s orne cases tend to exhibit abnormal tendenc;,," to concept 

formati on. Their attitude becomes categorical and they tend to use concepts 

and symbols "hen the situation darnands a concrote outlook. 

These changes in mental set forn the background of the humorous and 

witty productions common in the utterance of the addicts. 
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Halluninations are very COl1U1lon under hashish. In the early phases they 

are simple and appear to arise on an illusionary basis. Their affective 

quality is commonly amusing and highly entertaining. 

With eyes shut, after-images of eidolic nature are readily evoked. 

They are intense and vivid and may be posi ti ve or negative. Frequently 

they are enveloped in brilliant and dazzling colours. Other phantoms may, 

however, appear in the fO~l of mosaics, lattice designs and geometrical 

figures under a wide range of colours and hues and exhibiting all sorts of 

movements involving whOles or parts. 

Highly structured hallucinations are not so cor,unon. Their content is 

frequently chaotic and have the essential features of dreams. In a few 

cases they recur' in stereotyped fashion and uhen they do so analysis of 

content often reveals their nature as condensations sublimations B.nd sym-

bolizations of some oVer11helmiru; life experiEnce. Tactile or gustatory 

hallucinations of a less obtrusive nature may occur. Synesthesiae occur in 

a verJ small percentage of cases. They are exclusively evoked by. sound. 

They are visual and take various forms of rapidly changing kaleidoscopic 

patterns of Vivid colours. Occp.sionally s~'1l.esthesiae of erotic or gustatory 

nature may ensue. 

Disorder of Time-Sense 

The aPl)reciation of the passage of time wi thin the individual .is " 

highly complicated process involving among other things the application of 

standards from memory. Concopts of the past, present or future.and the 

appreciation that an event has oCC)lrred before Simultaneously tilth or 

follo~ling another event is a highly integrated function of perception and 

memory. 

Illusions of time sense met uith in hashish intoxication are very com-

plex and involve its qualitative and quantitave aspects. Passage of time 

may be perceived as exceedingly quicl~ or markedly slow, or the subject may 
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feel as if tine has come to a halt or that experience has become completeJ.;y-

timeless. Others describe queer illusions of reversal of time or of accossfs 

of a curious c051,heel :rj"thm affecting its stream. 

Hare complex disturbances occur at the height of intoxication. The 

ability to abstract an event from its context and to perceive it as an 

isolated entity of the present in relation to time experience is frequentJ.;y-

deranged. Hence it is found thz.t there is inability to actue.lize the 

present which is projected into the past llith the production of c: Deja Vu. 

Disorder of Space 

Objects and figures are derealised. Thoy ll12.y appear larger or smaller 

than their real size. They are quite near or farther anay than normal. 

Their spatial qualities may be disturbed. Perpendicular objects may be 

perceived as curved. Tridimential objects may appear flat and vice versa. 

Stationary objects may appear in motion. They may oscillate, recede or 

draw near to the observer. 

Natural colour may be retained or objects may acquire colours of 

different types. 

Personalisation 

Distortion of body-schema may happen. Confusion of right and left 

with or ,dthout autotopagnosia may occur. 

Occasionally, phantom limbs may erupt in the slape of accessory hands 

or horns. They sometimes have a clearly manifest or slightly disguised 

symbolic meaning. 

Illusions of the head gr01<ing larger or smaller, limbs elongated or 

shortened are described and they similarly give expression to inner attitudes 

and trends. 

Erotic Effect 

Erotic visions develop spontaneously or rarely in response to synesthesiae. 

potency is increased at the outset. Time disorder enhz.nces the illusion 
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Disturbance of body image 

may affect the penis, and its size may be felt to increase in diameter 

and length. 

Summary 

A descriptive account of common features of hashish has been given 

and its effects on mentation have been described; order and relationship 

of symptoms to constitution and :particularly to imagery have not been 

dealt with. 
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ORIGINAL: ENGLISH 

1. Octo'fler 7, 1955 is a s1gn1!icant date in the histoxy ot· Iran. On that 

date the Anti-opiUlll Law was enacted. Prior to that date the growing, 

cultivation and harvest of opiUlll was a Significant feature of the econo!l\V of 

the country. For many who lived in Iran the smoking of opiUlll was a 

significant feature of their cultural pattern. Twenty-five thousand hectares 

of fertilized irrigated land were devoted to opium production. The 

production approached l,()(X) tons a year. Only about 90 tons were eXported 

so there was really a lot of opiUlll consumed by the population of the country. 

Some of this was used as medicine in the treatment of illness involving pain 

and discomfort. Many Iranians used opiUlll at regular or irregular intervals 

·even though they Here not suffering from acute or chronic pain and discomfort, 

and its use by this group may well have been regarded as an accepted social 

custom. There was no restriction on the use of opiUlll. It is not to be 

inferred that the whole population smoked opium but those who cared to smoke 

did so. 

2. 1'c is of interest that the most liberal of estimates is that about 

a million and a half persons were addicted to opium. If one assumes that 

t,his is a reasonably accurate figure one asks why less than one in ten· 
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became an addict and the other nine did not. It is my personal view that the 

ratio was probably nearer one in a lrundred. If so, why did the one become an 

addict and the ninety-nine did not? It seems that most individuals are not 

particularly prone to addiction but that some have a very strong proneness to 

use opium because of What it does for them. These will be called the 

addiction-prone. The average person does not stay with opium even though 

there are repeated experiences with the drug but the pe~on who is addictiam-

prone finds a genuine satisfaction in repeated use of the drug. Many addiets 

have told me that the drug is a perfect answer for them. Unfortunately, the 

person who uses opium soon finds that he has become enslaved to a point where 

he must have the drug regularly and that if he does not he becomes ill. It 

is generally agreed that addiction to opium has undoubted disadvantages and 

that such addiction all too often handicaps the individual, not to mention 

its obviously detrimental effect to the society and the community. 

The addict is not a vicious character. He does not suffer moral 

deterioration or become an anti-social and criminal individual as a direct 

result of the drug. The pathology incident to opium use has not been 

demonstrated to date. The majority view is that opium should be restrictetl 

to medical needs recognized by and prescribed for by physicians. The 

minority view held by the addic+,j.oTJ-prone does not agree with this. 

Regulation by law is the standard method of resolving this difference of 

views. Of course when a law is passed restricting opium use and the addict 

continues to use opium without prescription he does so in violation of law. 

The majority of addicts cannot be controlled unless there is some legal 

provision. Their addiction proneness is too strong to yield to the well 

meant advice of physicianS. The management of addiction is a health 

problem but the doctor needs some support of law. 

4. The Minister of Health of Iran recognized addiction to opium as a 

medical problem and proceeded to crystallize the growing idea that an opium 

control law should be enacted. The law when passed provided for an immediate 
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ban on opium production and established measures regulating the importation 

of opium. It is significant that the law placed the responsibility for 

treatment of addicts in the Hinistry of Health. 

5. The ban on opium production wasfron the ve~r beginning remarkably 

effectively enforced and some progress was made on cutting down the amount 

of smuggling of opium into Iran from the outside. The many thousands of 

persons who \tere addicted to opium who applied voluntarily at the Hinistry 

of Health received treatment which was adequate and correct. Most of the 

patients were treated without admitting then to a special hospital but many 

were treated in general hospitals and in certain improvjaed establishments. 

The largest of the latter was at Hehran Gardens in Teheran. 

6. Dr. Hassan Azarakhch, Head of Mehran Garden institution, framed the basic 

instructions for all other facilities of the Ministry of Health throughout 

Iran. In the earlier days at Nehran Gardens as many as eight hundred patients 

were under treatment at a time. By September 1957 the need for Hehran Gardens 

had decreased to a point where there were less than forty patients in residence. 

The method of treatment was essentially one of rapid reduction using opium pills 

for in-patients and out-patients and later on Nethadon in place of opium for all 

in-patients. All patients were given enough opium or Methadon to control 

symptoms for the first day or so. The drug was then reduced as rapidly as 

possible over a period of one to three weeks. Host of the patients gained 

weight during this period. None of them died as a result of too rapid 

reduction. Very few patients relapsed to the use of opium to the extent 

that they applied again for treatment. Those who did relapse and return 

for treatment were of course treated again. 

7. Smoking eight grams a day is considered roughly equivalent to eight tenths 

of a gram by mouth. Eight tenths of a gram of opium contains roughly 

eight hundredths of a gram of morphine. This amount of morphine taJ~n 

regularly then suddenly discontinued results in only a relatively mild 

illness. This fact may well account to some extent for the overall success 
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in management of the addicts treated in Iran. Another feature important to 

the success of the programme was that treatment was on a voluntary basis. 

8. The programme in the larger population concentrations in Iran outside 

Teheran was carried out by a physician appointed by the Hinistry of Health 

or under his direct supervision. Here too, voluntary admission prevailed. 

9. The foregoing sets forth in some detail the activity in Iran. The total 

accomplishments to date are most Significant. Poppy culture has been stopped. 

Smuggling has been controlled to the point where contraband opium costs about 

forty times that of opium available before the enactment of control legisla~ion 

The number of addicts has been reduced by more than eighty per cent. With 

continued operation of the programme it is not unlikely that opium addictio~ 

in Iran will shortly be even further reduced. The accomplishments of Iran 

to date serve as an excellent example of what can be done by a country that 

makes a sincere and continuing effort. 

10. One of the most striking effects of the opium control programme in IraIl! 

has been the marked reduction in numbers of cases of acute opium poisoning 

with suicidal intent. In one city suicidal attempts by opium were at the 

rate of four a week. Now the rate is one per month. In another the 

rate was three per day. Now it is one per week. And what is even more 

interesting is that there has not been a shift to other methods of suicide. 

11. 'tJith decrease in opium use by a large group of individuals one would 

expect a somel,hat balancing increase in alcohol over-indulgence. That has 

not taken place in Iran. During my five months in Iran I did not see one 

drunken person. 

12. While further reduction of addiction in Iran is expected there is doubt 

that complete eradication will ever take place. The lass severe addiction-

prone will not return to opium and there will probably be no new cases among 

this group. The more markedly addiction-prone will no doubt continue to 

use opium one way or another. Some may proceed to use injectable opium 

products even if they have to patronize the black market to obtain the;i.r drug. 
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To protect this relatively sma11 group it will be necessary to continue 

vigilance in the matter of clandestine poppy culture and in the matter of 

prevention of smuggling. Absolute control of these two features is 

definitely in support of the medical features of the programme. It is hoped 

that addiction in Iran will always be considered a medical problem and that 

medical authorities will not accomplish an about-face and become p~itively 

minded toward the addict. In future years adGicts will become less in number 

but the individuaJ.s will be more difficult to treat. End results will not be 

uniformly. successful. These events if they occur will not warrant more 

severe punishment with longer minimum sentences. When institutionalization is 

necessary the length of stay should be completely flexible and at the discretion 

of the sentencing authOrity and better still at the discretion of the doctor 

in charge of the case. The programme in Iran may need to be revised at a 

later date to inclUde a prolonged period of specialized hospitalization 

followed by post-institutional care including social service ~nd follow-up 

medical care. The Viorld Health Organization project wherein two experienced 

phySicians in Iran win study treatment programm€5 in other countries will 

certainly be helpful in such revision if it becomes necessary. 

13. Addiction in the United States has received the attention of tke medical 

profession and the public for nearly hali a century(l). ~luch progress has 

been made. The total number of addicts has been reduced by more than eighty 

per cent during the period when the total population almost doubled. Current 

estimates are that there is about one addict per three thousand of population. 

The addicts seem now largely to be from minority groups living in areas' that 

supply much deliquena,y and much mental illness. Nearly all of the addicts 

use heroin and use that drug intravenously. Heroin is available only in the 

black market and cost is high. The cost is so high that many addicts engage 

in crime against property: shoplifting, breaking and entering, theft, etc. 

to obtain the funds needed. 
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14. Two large Federal hospitals have now been in operation for about 

twenty years as special facilities for treating convicted addicts, voluntarily 

admitted addicts, and conducting research. These have been successful in 

thousands of cases but all too many thousands of cases have relapsed to 

addiction. Some have become addicted to the barbiturates or opiates and 

barbiturates. 

15. There is still disagreement in views toward the addict (2) • Nore 

stringent laws have been passed. Uinimum sentences have been invoked. 

A person convicted a third time for possessing narcotics must be sentenced to 

not less than ten years nor more than forty years. Sale of heroin to a 

person under eighteen years of age receives ten years to life and at option 

of the jury may receive the death penalty. 

16. Addiction in Western European countries is not considered to be a major 

problem. In England there are only about three hundred addicts. These are 

managed primarily as medical problems. A few are actually maintained on 

narcotics when the physician finds that "it has been demonstrated that the 

patient, while capable of leading a useful and nonnal life when a certain doss 

is regularly administered, becomes incapable of this when the drug is entirelV 

discontinued" (1) The quotation is from the actual wording for the law and its 

application is left to the professional judgment of the physician handling the 

case. 

17. In England and in the United States the use of tranquilizers has become 

rather widespread. These drugs serve a need in many patients but are not 

without danger. l1eprobamate and also Doriden have been found to be addictinl( 

in a manner not too unlike that of barbiturates. The search for a perfectly 

safe tranquilizer ~~uvJ.llues. 

18. The world is better off as control of opium, the excellent but not safe 

tranquilizer, is extended. However, control of anxiety is an important drivt 
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in many people. In them the quest for tranquility continues, and their 

burden will be lessened when and if the effective and perfectly safe 

tranquilizer is discovered and doctors learn how and when to prescribe it. 
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